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ON 苴UA'S INEQUALITY FOR COMPLEX NUMBERS

C. E. M. PEARCE AND J. PECARIC

numbers that involves
Abstract. A generalization is given of Hua's .inequality for complex
convex functions. An improvement is derived for Hua's inequa 1

l"ty and for two recent extensions

of it to the complex domain.

1. Introduc七 ion

Suppose 8, ex are positive numbers, Xi E鯽 = 1, ... ,n) and 瓦 =a(n+a)王 Hua

(4] has shown that n n

(b - Lxi)2 + a I:甿 ~K謁
i=l i=l

with equality if and only i乓 =h誠 ，where hn = (n+a
）式 This inequality is important

in number theory.

Wang [7] has given the following generalization.
Let a, {, be as above and p > 1. Then

(1.1)
n

(8-立）p + aP刁亡 占勺
i=l i=l

n
holds for all nonnegative Xi E 艮 (i = 1, ... , n) with~i=l x。< o. The inequality is

reversed for() < p < l. In either case, equality holds if and only i Xi = nJ h o (i = 1, ... , n).

Moreover, Pearce and Pecaric [6} have proved that if 江:~1 Xi < o and Xi > 0 (i =
1, ... , n), then (1.1) is also valid for P < o. This follows as a special case of a more

general result.

Let f be a real-valued, convex function on an interval F C 猿 and let a, o, X1, ... , Xn be

real numbers such that a > 0 and 1'- X1 -· · ·- Xn, ax1, · · ·, O'.Xn E F. Then

(1.2)已巧(~ )
a a+n

n n

小- Lxi) + I:尸f (axi) 乏
i=l i=l
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Jf f is strictly convex, equality applies if xi =· · = Xn = ... = h詠 ，where hn is defined

as above.

Hua's inequality has been transported to the complex domain by. Dragornir [2].

Theorem A. Suppose a > 0 and 8, z心 . . . ,Zn EC. Then

三z{+at lz;i'2'三
i=l t=l

Equality applies if and only if Zi = 8/ (n + o:) (i = 1, · · ·, n)·

Dragomir also supplied an interesting extension.

Theorem B. Suppose a > 0 and 8, Zi, Wi E C (i = 1, ... , n). Then

2 n

lo一立 ,w,I +a辶 l訌 ＞
o:1812

"'一 "' 一. ' ·- .
- o: +~~=l lwit=l i=l

(1.3)

Equality applies 寸 and only if

昫t
Zi = -

a+ L~=1 lw平

for all i E { 1, ... , n} .

Recently Yang and Han [8] melded Theorem A with Wang's result.

Theorem C. Suppose a> 0 with 6, z1, ... , Zn E C and p > l. Then

\o一户 t『+av-1音江~(三 ）p-11研 ，

with equality if and only户=b/(n+a) (i=l, ... ,n).

In this paper we present a general result which subsumes Theorems A, B and C as

special ca..c;es. As particular instances we derive improvements of Theorems A and B.

2. Results

Theorem 2.1. Suppose a > 0 and o, Zi, Wi E C with Wi # 0 (i = 1, · · ·, n). If f is a
convex nondecreasing function on [O, oo), then

f (18 -tz,w,l)+a-'t lw止f(alz,I) ?: a+~;, lw,I f (a+~鬥, lw,I). (2.1)
i=l i=l
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(2.2)(i = 1, ... , n).

If f is strictly convex, equality holds if and only if
昫i

Zi = (a+ I:~=1 Jwd)lw」

(2.3)

Proof. By the triangle inequality, we have

IJ- t,z,w,仁 1181 - 皙 叭z, I
(2.4)

Hence since f is nondecreasing on [O, oo),

t(io - t,z,w,1)21(!101-ltw,z,II)

(2.5)

Also Jensen's inequality for convex functions gives

＂a-1 L lwilf(alzil) =
瓦:~1 \wil 芷匕因 f(a因）

i=l a 江~1 \wil

乏瓦:~~lw,I 1 (三 汩l音w,llz,I)

乏鬥 阯11(三立 w,z,I)
The last inequality follows from the triangle inequality, since f is nondecreasing on [O, oo).

Note that f (lxl) is also a convex function.
So by (2.4) and (2.5) we have

1(18-~z,w,1)+0-1立 lw, If (<>iz, I)
i= i=l

2: f (IOI - t z,w,I I)+ I:~~~lw,J f ( 立：： 肌 1 I言 w,z,I)

(2.6)

乏 竺＿十 二;1 lwil f (I a+ i1:f 1 lwil I)

= Cl'. + I::~1 11叫 嶧
a 1(二立二』

where we have used (1.2) for n = I and x1 = I L~=l ziwil with the replacements O---+ lb!,
a ---+ a/立~1 lwil and f(x) ---+ f(lxl)-

We now address the condition for equality in the event that f is strictly conves. Since
it is nondecrc函ng it must be strictly increasing on [O, oo). The first inequality in (2.5)
holds with equality if and only if

(2.7)lz1l= .. ·=lz司 ，
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while in the second inequality m (2.6), equality applies if

(2.8)四O:'. +~i=l 11叫霨 z,w,\=

(2.9)

The second inequality in (2.5) becomes an equality if

瓦 w,z,\=立1丨乜 I,
i=l i=l

(2.10)位 叭z,\= \z1\t \w,I
i==l i=l

that is, by (2. 7),

Conditions (2.8) and (2.10) yield

(2.11)固
勾 1=···=1互 1= — 孟a+ Li=l 叭

If fl= 0, then Zi = 0 for each i, and so (2.2) must hold. So suppose o i- 0. Now (2.9)

holds with equality if and only if
(2.12)(i = 1, ... , n)ZiWi = Air

for some complex number r with

入i 2: 0 (i = 1, ... , n).

In fact (2.11) and the assumption that Wi =/- 0 requires that each >. ·be strictly positive.i

Equality obtains in (2.3) and so also (2.4) and the first part of (2.6) if and only if

严 ZiWi is a nonnegative multiple of b, so that without loss of generality we may take
i=l

r = f> in (2.12) to give
(i=l, ... ,n).ZiWi == AitJ

罔a + I:i=l 丨叫｀＝
By (2.11)

(i = 1, ... , n).入t
lwil. = .....一 · 一·

a + 1":~=l \wi I
and so

(i = 1, ... , n),

Thus it is necessary that

lw凈
WiZi = - -

o: + I::~1 lw」
that is, that (2·. 2) holds.
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It is trivial that this condition is also sufficient.

Remark. For f (x)
') I= x2 and Wi and Zi replaced by w;: and Zi Wi respectively, we

get Theorem n from Theorem 2 .1.

Corollary 2.1. Suppose a > 0 and b, Zi, Wi E C (i = 1, ... ,n). If p > 1 and

1/p + 1./q = 1, then
p刁

I尸立 u;『+a•-'立 尸乏（亡己 工五） 拉I"
i=l i=l

(2.13)

Equality obtains if and only if Zi =
」"iiI;\w二
a+)n lw』q •

-'i=l

Proof. Set J(x) = 研 in Theorem 2.1 and replace Wi by w; and Zi by z瑪
－直 . Then

(2.1) becomes (2.13) and the condition for equality becomes

6可
ZiWi-·q/p =

\w聿 (a+立=1 \w印 ）＇

that is,
砷qW·直
i i

Zi = \w凈 (a+立=1 lw叩）
o\'l1li\2qwil- -

- l'U叩(a+ I:~=1 丨w由）
o\w聿wi-1
• ••• •••, 一·

a+ I:~=l回lq

Remark. For Wi = 1 (i = 1, ... , n), Corollary 2.1 gives Theorem C.
Theorem B possesses an improvement, Theorem 2.2 below. To establish this, we shall

make use of an improvement of Cauchy's inequality·is due to de Bruijn [1] (see also [5,

pp. 89-90]).

Proposition訌 If a1, ... , an are real and z1, ... , Zn complex numbers, then

霨 邙z.\'s H言 l2kl2 十霨 卟）(t刀
Equality holds if and only if ak = Re(,\z目fork= ,1 ... , n, where >. is a complex number

and立=l ,\臠 is real and nonnegative.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose a> 0 and ai E 艮 with o, Zi E C (i = 1, .... , n). Then

IJ -t a,z,\'+% (t lz,I' 十位 卟）＞一巴『 2- a+~i=l ai
i=l i=l i=l
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Equality holds if and only仁 = Re(Azk) fork= ,1 ... , n, where A is a complex number,

严 茫z~is real and nonnegative andk=l

立Z严工二芷
a+~~=l呤i=l

Proof. If 立~1 a;, = 0, then ai :::: 0 for all i E {'. . }
1 . , n and the m四uality is

obvious, so suppose that L7=1 術2 > o. By Proposition 2.1 we have

\o-ta•在『十笠(t,1z訢 十霨 孔）

2'. \o一立 乜.\'+r\立 a』
k=l k=l ak k=l

磾2
> — n 2·
- o: + Lk=l ak

In the last step we have used (1.3) for n = 1 and with z1, a replaced respectively by

立=1 (..l::訌n and a/ Lk=l ak·n 2 The condition for equality is inherited from the correspond-

ing conditions in Proposition 2.1 and Theorem A.

Remark. For a1:::: ... :::: an:::: 1, we have

三 ：z.\'+H立三 江 ）三芒
k=l k=l k=l

which is an improvement of (1.3).

Remark. Drnovsek [3] has given an operator generalization of the Lo-Keng Hua

inequality.
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